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ABSTRACT

WordPress plugins for Symbiota2
by
Venkatesh Kadali, Master of Computer Science
Utah State University, 2018
Major Professor: Dr. Curtis Dyreson
Department: Computer Science
Symbiota is an open source project which helps biologists concentrate their efforts on
curation of quality datasets rather than creating the tools. Symbiota’s graphical user interface is
hardcoded into many PHP files resulting in poor maintainability and extensibility. The main goal of
Symbiota is to separate the user interface of Symbiota with its core structure as the user interface is
hard-coded with PHP. This helps in reducing the source lines of code. The secondary goal of
Symbiota is to help Symbiota developers to add the Symbiota features to their website and also
should identify whether the separation of user interface with core structure is feasible. This project
is completely related to second goal. The content management in the second goal can be done by
using a free and open source content management system called WordPress.
WordPress plugins help WordPress developers to add features to their website without
knowing a single line of code. In this project, two WordPress plugins were developed to help
Symbiota2 developers to easily add Symbiota features to their website without knowing anything
about coding. Symbiota Search is the first WordPress plugin developed in this project. It helps
WordPress developers to add Symbiota search feature. Symbiota Validation is second plugin
developed in this project. It helps WordPress developers to add the sign in and sign up features of
Symbiota to their website.

(54 Pages)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Symbiota has been greatly expanded, with many projects funded by US National Digitization
Program using Symbiota since 2012 [11]. The central premise of this open source software project
is that better quality of biodiversity portals can be built through a relationship between the software
engineers and the scientific community.
The Symbiota project [2] is programmed using many PHP files. A file has a functionality to
query the data, filter the data, manipulate the data and perform other functions. The user interface of
Symbiota is hardcoded in PHP. The code can be reduced in size and complexity by cleanly separating
the graphical user interface from the core functionality. This separation is beneficial for
maintainability and extensibility. The main goal of this project is to check whether the separation of
Symbiota’s user interface with its core structure is feasible and help Symbiota developers add the
Symbiota features to their website.
This content management can be done by adding a Model, View, Controller (MVC) framework
to Symbiota. A free and open source content management system (CMS), such as WordPress, makes
it comparatively easy for users to create and manage their content with minimal technical know-how.
The integration of CMS with Symbiota will be beneficial by:
1) Making the process easy for the user to change the site design. The user can change the design
while keeping the site functional because the content and design are in separate virtual boxes.
2) Supporting Internationalization so that projects can easily be adapted to a specific local
languages and cultures.
3) Improving site maintenance by updating the CMS software automatically and adding additional
functionality without breaking the site.
4) Improving the user experience and flexibility by providing responsive layouts.
5) Facilitating WYSWIG editing – allowing a developer to see what the result will look like while
the interface is being created.
6) Enabling social media syndication – helping the website to get more exposure by distributing
the content on high authority social media sites.
This project demonstrates two WordPress Plugins - Symbiota Search Engine WordPress plugin
and Symbiota Validation WordPress plugin. These two plugins help WordPress developers add
several Symbiota features to their website. Symbiota Search Engine WordPress plugin is a Read only
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plugin which helps in getting the search results from the Symbiota repositories. Symbiota Validation
WordPress plugin is a read and write plugin which helps with sign in and sign up validations.
This paper presets - Symbiota search engine overview in Chapter 2, WordPress and WordPress
plugins overview in Chapter 3, Symbiota search WordPress plugin architecture in Chapter 4,
Symbiota validation WordPress plugin architecture in Chapter 5 and Summary in Chapter 6. The
installations required for this project are explained in the Appendices.
1.1

Background

More than 1 billion U.S. specimens are widely used in scientific research, land management
decision making and education. Information associated with those specimens and collated into large
data products can allow wider use of this massive body knowledge to answer new research questions.
However, digitizing this information is a massive undertaking that needs large-scale financial and
technical support [14] [15]. The Symbiota Software Project was developed for networking
biodiversity data with an emphasis on the software design principles and functionality. With an
estimated total of more than 350 participating collections, 2500 active data providers and 12+ million
digitized specimen records, Symbiota is a leading open source platform in North America for
mobilizing, integrating, and using specimen based and observation based occurrence records and
derivative products [4].
The Symbiota website [13] describes the Symbiota project as follows:
“The Symbiota Software project is functioning on building a library of webtools to help
biologists in demonstrating specimen based virtual flora and fauna. The central premise of this open
source software project is that, through a partnership between software engines and the scientific
community, higher quality and more publicly useful biodiversity portals can be built. An open source
software framework allows the technicians to create the tools, thus freeing the biologist to
concentrate their efforts on the curation of quality datasets.”
The main goal of Symbiota is to separate the User Interface of Symbiota with its core
structure as the User Interface is hard-coded with PHP. This helps in reducing the huge source lines
of code. The second goal of Symbiota is to help Symbiota developers add the Symbiota features to
their website. The second goal should also answer a question whether the separation of User Interface
with core structure is feasible. This project is completely related to the second goal.
The Symbiota project is programmed into myriad PHP files [5] which queries the data, filters
the data, manipulates the data and perform several other functions [3]. PHP is a very popular
programing language that has become very popular since its development in 1994. With the way the
PHP programming language was created, it is difficult to use it to program huge applications. Since
the programming language is not highly modular, huge applications created out of the programming
language will be difficult to maintain. As the Symbiota project is becoming huge day by day, it is
very difficult to maintain. Reducing the size of code would be beneficial for maintainability and
extensibility. The code can be reduced in size and complexity by cleanly separating the graphical
user interface from the core functionality. Content management can be done by adding an MVC
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framework to Symbiota.
WordPress is the most popular self-hosted website software in use today. It is available as an
open source project, and built largely on the top of the MySQL database and PHP programming
language. WordPress is the publishing mechanism behind thousands of individual blogs and the
engine that powers high-volume, high-profile sites such as CNN’s website and blogs [6] [7]. It was
designed for anyone comfortable navigating a browser, but is accessible to web designers and
developers as well. One of the main reasons WordPress is such a popular platform is the ease with
which it can be extended. Plugins are the primary reason for this and allow endless possibilities in
extending WordPress [17].
This project is completely built in WordPress as WordPress plugins. This project consists of
two WordPress plugins. Symbiota Search WordPress Plugin is the first plugin designed to help
WordPress developers to add a Symbiota specimen search engine feature to their own WordPress
website. One of the central features of Symbiota is its ability to integrate multiple collections within
a single interface. The Symbiota specimen search engine enables collections to be queried by
taxonomic, geographic, and collector details. The second plugin is Symbiota validation WordPress
plugin which helps the WordPress developers to add the Symbiota validation forms which are
connected to the Symbiota database into their WordPress websites.
These two WordPress plugins have different Symbiota functionalities which can be used in
any WordPress website. The User Interface of Symbiota is separated with the core structure in this
project so that the WordPress developer can easily add the Symbiota’s features into their website.
This becomes a proof-of-concept for the first goal of Symbiota to separate the user interface with the
core structure. This clearly demonstrates that the separation of Symbiota’s user interface with
Symbiota’s core structure is feasible.
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CHAPTER 2

SYMBIOTA SEARCH ENGINE AND SYMBIOTA VALIDATION OVERVIEW

2.1

Specimen Search Engine Architecture

The Symbiota specimen search engine [1] shown in Figure 2.1 is comprised of four parts
1) Taxonomic Criteria: A user can search for records by family name, common name, scientific
name, family or scientific name and, higher taxonomy in a taxonomical criterion. Different
collection managers have different taxonomic opinions of how to manage collections so it is
a necessary to establish a method of searching for synonyms. To resolve this problem an
option called taxonomic thesaurus search is available.
2) Geographic Criteria: A user can search in two combinations geographically. The first
combination is a collection of country, state, county and locality which returns all the records
containing words matching the request. The second combination is a collection of latitude
and longitude coordinates that searches using latitude and longitude coordinates which
returns specimens that have matching geo reference points.
3) Collector Criteria: The Collector criteria is a combination of Collector’s last name, number
and date. The queries including these text searches will return all the records containing
words matching the request.
4) Specimen Criteria: A user can search according to the catalog number by limiting to type
specimens or by limiting to specimens with images or by limiting to specimens with genetic
data.
2.2

Specimen Search Engine Features
•

Results are displayed in a concise list by default. Complete collection details including
images can be accessed through a link.

•

Clicking on the scientific name will display the profile page of species, which will display
details such as synonyms, common names, taxon authors, distribution maps, and all images
relevant to the scientific name.

•

One can view the distribution of specimens that have been georeferenced by clicking on the
map tab.

•

Distribution maps can be viewed using Google Maps or Google Earth.
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•

Clicking on a specimen marker will display full collection details for that specimen.

•

By selecting the checklist tab, results can also be compiled as a unique species list.

•

The species list is displayed based on the taxonomy of how the specimens are treated within
the collections searched by default.

•

The Taxonomic Filter is used to run the search results through the taxonomic thesaurus and
produce a list consisting of a single taxonomic option.

The Specimen Search Engine is one of the Symbiota modules that needs to be refactored into
WordPress plugins to help developers to add the search functionality into their websites. The main
goal of this project is to refactor Symbiota into plugin modules that have cohesive functionality.
Refactoring Symbiota’s functionality into plugins will create an extensible framework for
development.
2.3

Symbiota Validation Architecture

The Symbiota validation page consists of required fields and optional fields. The required
fields are necessary to create a new user login and the optional fields are to collect more information
about the user which are nonmandatory. The required fields consist of user name, password
confirmation, complete name and email address details. The optional fields consist of information
regarding the address and Institution of the user. All these details will be stored in a Symbiota’s
database whenever the user click “Create Login” button.
Symbiota Validation is another module which needs to be refactored into WordPress plugins
to help developers to add the validation feature into their WordPress websites. The main feature of
this plugin is that it will write the data into Symbiota database.
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Figure 2.1: Symbiota specimen search engine comprising four divisions
url: http://openherbarium.org/portal/collections/harvestparams.php
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Figure 2.2: Symbiota form validation page to register a new user
url: http://openherbarium.org/portal/profile/newprofile.php
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CHAPTER 3

WORDPRESS OVERVIEW
3.1

WordPress

WordPress is a highly popular free open-source content management system used to power
many websites, blogs, home pages and social communities. It is based on PHP and MYSQL. There
are over 29.4% of the top 10 million websites using WordPress as of January 2018 [16] [17].
WordPress support more than 60 million websites, making it statistically the most popular website
management system in use on Web. WordPress allows users to share and create blogs, home pages
or websites with content ranging from handcrafted, personal anecdotes to world-changing
movements. Inexperienced tech people can also use it very easily and, tech experienced people can
customize it in several ways.
3.2

WordPress Plugins

WordPress plugins extend the functionality or add new features to WordPress websites. They
make it easy for users to add features to their website without knowing the single line of code. There
is a saying that goes around the WordPress community: “there’s a plugin for that”. The vast number
of plugins is one of the reasons for the popularity of WordPress. At this time of writing, there are
over 50,316 plugins in the official WordPress plugin directory. The plugins are frequently developed
by individual developers offering custom functions and features that allow users to adjust their sites
to their specific needs. This customization ranges from content display features, to search engine
optimization, content management systems, and the addition of widgets and navigation bars. There
are plugins for social media syndication, picture galleries, and payment systems. WordPress includes
a plugins page which lists installed plugins. Figure 3.1 shows the installed WordPress plugins for a
WordPress website which the user can activate and deactivate [8].
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Figure 3.1: WordPress plugins in WordPress website where the user can activate and
deactivate
3.3

WordPress Plugins Functionality

WordPress is designed so that developers can add their own code into it. The WordPress
plugin API offers a set of hooks allowing developers to modify existing WordPress functionality or
add new functionality. There are two kinds of hooks:
3.3.1 Actions
An action in WordPress is triggered at specific time when WordPress is running and lets the
user to take an action. Publishing a post, changing themes, modifying database data are examples of
actions.
The basic steps to add an action are:
•

Create a PHP function to execute a specific event in the plugin file shown in Figure 3.2.

•

Using the add_action() event, hook the above PHP function.

•

Add the PHP function in a plugin file and activate it.
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Figure 3.2: Adding a meta-box using add_action()

3.3.2 Filters
A filter in WordPress allows the user to modify WordPress data before it is sent to database
or browser. Filters sit between the database and the browser, and between the browser and the
database. Adding custom code to the end of the blogpost or customizing the excerpts display are the
examples of filters.
Basic steps to add a filter are:
•

Create a PHP function that filters the data, as shown in Figure 3.3.

•

Hook the filter to WordPress, by calling add_filter() function.

•

Add the PHP function in a plugin file and activate it.
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Figure 3.3: Cleaning up a webpage’s permalink using add_filter()

The WordPress plugins installed in a site are registered in its WordPress database. A user can
activate and deactivate them at any time. On each visit, WordPress connects to its database, loads
the core software, and then loads the active plugins. All of this code is processed on the server and
then sent to user’s browser.
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CHAPTER 4

SYMBIOTA SEARCH WORDPRESS PLUGIN ARCHITECTURE
The Symbiota Search Architecture consists of four parts [12].
1) Custom Post Type
2) Meta box
3) New Page and Short code
4) Search Functionality and Twig templates using Timber plugin
4.1

Custom Post Type

A custom post type is a custom defined piece of content. Using custom post types, one can
define any type of content in WordPress. The custom post type is the feature that transforms
WordPress from a blogging platform to a fully-fledged content management system. The custom
post type can be anything, not just public-facing pieces of content.

Figure 4.1: Custom post type
In Figure 4.1, Symbiota Search is a custom post type created in this project. Since plugins
create their own custom post types, Symbiota search created a custom post type called Symbiota
Search. Posts, Pages, Comments, and Media are the built-in post types. This custom post type has
many functionalities which can be available to a developer when he makes his own product or
interface. The developer may not have a lot of time to create a website or blog, so he uses these
plugins or custom post types to make work easier and to save time.
4.1.1 Creating a custom post type
There are many plugins to create a custom post type. The Symbiota search custom post type
is created from scratch. There is only one function needed to create a custom post type –
register_post_type().
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<?php register_post_type($post_type, $args); ?>
The register_post_type() function accepts two parameters:
• $post_type – The name of the post type. IT should contain only lowercase letters, no spaces,
and a max length of 20 characters.
• $args – An array of arguments that define the post type and various options in WordPress.

<?php
function symbiota_post_type_search(){
$singular = __('Symbiota Search');
$plural = __('Symbiota Search');
$slug1 = str_replace( ' ', '_', strtolower( $singular ) );
$labels = array(
'name'
'singular_name'
'add_new'
'add_new_item'
'edit'
'edit_item'
'new_item'
'view'
'view_item'
);

=>$plural,
=>$singular,
=>'Add New',
=>'Add New ' . $singular,
=>'Edit',
=>'Edit ' . $singular,
=>'New' . $singular,
=>'View ' . $singular,
=>'View ' . $singular,

$args = array(
'labels'
=> $labels,
'public'
=> true,
'menu_position'
=> 10,
'menu_icon'
=> 'dashicons-search',
'can_export'
=> true,
'delete_with_user'
=> false,
'hierarchical'
=> true,
'capability_type'
=> 'post',
'map_meta_cap'
=> true,
'rewrite'
=> array(
'slug' => 'symbiota',
'with_front' => true,
'pages' => true,
'feeds' => true,
),
'supports'
=> array(
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'title' ,
)
);
register_post_type($slug1, $args);
}
add_action('init', 'symbiota_post_type_search'); ?>
Code to create a custom post type
The register post type is hooked to the init action at the end using the add_action() function.
The add_action() function hooks a function to a specific action. Here the add_action() function hooks
the symbiota_post_type_search function (which contains register_post_type) to the init action.
Labels and args are used to create a custom post type. The labels property is mainly used to create a
new post or delete a new post. There are many parameters in the labels property which allows the
developer to configure the visibility of the custom post type in the frontend and backend.
The most important one in the args parameter is public parameter, which sets the values of
other properties in one call.
• If it is set true, the post will be included in searches, the UI will be shown, it will show up in
the admin bar and so on.
• If it is set to false, the post type is excluded from searches, it will not show up in the UI, and
it will be hidden in the menus, etc.
4.2

Meta box

Meta boxes are used for adding additional information to your posts, pages, and content.
WordPress includes many meta boxes on the Add New Post or Add New Page screens. Creating
meta boxes is a crucial part of WordPress plugin development. A custom post type in WordPress
always needs to add some additional sort of data to it which can be done with the help of meta
boxes[10].
Figure 4.2 is a Symbiota search plugin meta box representation. The meta box consists of
many search fields related to taxonomic criteria, geographic criteria, collector criteria, specimen
criteria and template selection. Each field consists of a check box where the user can select the fields
he needs. The templates block consists of radio buttons where the user can select one template that
can be displayed in the output. There are three different templates which shows the output in different
templates or tables. The publish button on the right-top corner saves all the selected fields into the
WordPress database.
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Figure 4.2: The Meta box in Symbiota search plugin consists of five parts

The meta box creation process is broken down into three parts:
1) Adding the meta box
2) Rendering the meta box
3) Saving the data
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4.2.1 Adding the meta box
Meta boxes can be created in a plugin using the add_meta_box() function in WordPress. This
function accepts seven parameters.
<?php add_meta_box($id, Stitle,
$priority, $callback_args); ?>
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$callback,

$page,

$context,

$id: The CSS ID attribute for the meta box.
$title: The title displayed at the top of the meta box.
$callback: The function that renders the meta box.
$page: The page where the meta box to be displayed.
$context: The part of the page where meta box should be displayed.
$priority: The priority within the context where the meta box should display.
$callback_args: Arguments to pass into your callback function.

<?php
function symbiota_add_custom_metabox(){
add_meta_box(
'symbiota_meta',
'Symbiota Search',
'symbiota_meta_callback',
'symbiota_search',
'normal',
'high'
);
}
add_action('add_meta_boxes', 'symbiota_add_custom_metabox');
?>
Code to add a meta-box
Adding the add_meta_box() function alone causes errors as it called before WordPress is
loaded. So, this function is hooked into a WordPress action hook. It is hooked to the add_meta_boxes
hook by using the add_action() function.
4.2.2 Rendering the Meta box
Rendering the meta box consists of adding the fields. This includes an HTML form mixed in
with a bit of PHP to display the saved data. the Meta box is rendered by creating a callback function
which is included in add_meta_box() function. This callback function is responsible of displaying
all the fields inside the metabox.
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<?php
function symbiota_meta_callback( $post ){
echo “What you put here, shows up in the meta box”;
}
?>

4.2.3 Saving the Data
To save the user selected data in the meta box, the save_post WordPress hook is used which
work like the action hook.
<?php add_action(‘save_post’, ‘symbiota_meta_save’); ?>
The symbiota_meta_save() function consists of post parameter which takes care of saving the
data into the database. The save_post hook activates after the publish or save draft button has been
hit. All the data is saved according to the post parameter in the wp_posts table in the WordPress
database. The user has access to all the $_POST data, which includes the meta box fields. Before
saving the data, the user must check three things:
1) Check if the post is auto saving.
2) Verify the nonce value which was created earlier.
3) Check to make sure the current user can edit the post.
<?php
function symbiota_meta_save($post){
$is_autosave = wp_is_post_autosave($post);
$is_revision = wp_is_post_revision($post);
$is_valid_nonce = (isset($_POST['symbiota_jobs_nonce']) &&
wp_verify_nonce($_POST[
'symbiota_jobs_nonce'
],
basename(
__FILE__ ) ) ) ? 'true' : 'false';
if ( $is_autosave || $is_revision || !$is_valid_nonce ) {
return;
}
if( isset($_POST['cb_taxontype'])){
update_post_meta($post,'cb_taxontype',
sanitize_text_field($_POST['cb_taxontype']));
}
}
?>
Code to check the above mentioned three things
The code is saved in the database using the update_post_meta() function. It takes three
arguments: a post ID, the meta key, and the value.
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4.3

Shortcode Generation

A shortcode is a special tag or a WordPress specific code that lets the user do things with
little effort. It is entered in a post that gets replaced with different content when viewing the post on
the website. It can include files or create objects that would require lots of complicated ugly code in
just one line. WordPress introduced the shortcode API six years ago and the shortcodes are now used
by many WordPress plugins to allow users to add content to their posts and pages.
Short code is represented inside a square bracket. This code gets replaced with some other
code when the page is loaded in a web browser. WordPress allows developers to create their own
custom shortcodes. Shortcode names should be all lowercase letters, numbers and underscores. There
are many inbuilt short codes like [gallery], [audio], [dailymotion]. The [gallery] short code displays
the gallery of the selected images on the website after loading the blog page with this short code.
[symbiota id=’123’] is a short code used in this plugin. This short code consists of ID as an attribute.
The shortcode API consists of a simple set of functions for creating WordPress shortcodes
for use in posts and pages. This API helps developers to make special kinds of content that users can
attach to certain pages by adding the matching shortcode into the page text. WordPress makes it very
easy for users to create shortcodes. The PHP code required to create a shortcode is:
add_shortcode('symbiota', 'symbiota_shortcode_function');
function symbiota_shortcode_function($attr, $content){
//Required HTML and PHP code to display content on web page.
}
Code to create a shortcode
The add_shortcode() function is used to register a shortcode handler. It takes two parameters:
the shortcode name and the callback function name. Here in the above code, symbiota is a shortcode
and symbiota_shortcode_function is a callback function. Eventually, a shortcode named symbiota is
created.

Figure 4.3: A shortcode is generated after clicking update button in the meta box

The user can copy the generated shortcode shown in Figure 4.3 and paste it in a new page
displayed in Figure 4.4 to display the selected content on his web page.
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Figure 4.4: Pasted the generated shortcode in a new page called symb test

The selected content in the meta box will be displayed on the web page shown in Figure 4.5
when the user clicks update button after pasting the shortcode in the new page.

Figure 4.5: The selected content in the meta box in displayed on the web page

4.4

Search Functionality and Twig Templates using Timber plugin

The search functionality in Figure 4.5 similar to the Symbiota search website. The search
button in the above figure is linked to the search.php page. This page is linked to Symbiota code and
twig templates. Clicking the search button after entering the details in the search bars give all the
details to the Symbiota code which returns a php array. An object is created to the php class in
Symbiota code to get the php array to search.php page [9].
The twig concept is used in this plugin for creating multiple templates to display the php array
in tables. Twig is the flexible, fast and secure template engine for PHP. It is a template engine for
the PHP programming language. Twig is used by many Open-Source projects like Symfony, Drupal.
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The key features of twig are:
•

Fast: Twig compiles templates down to plain optimized PHP code. The overhead compared
to regular PHP code is minimal.

•

Secure: Twig has a sandbox mode to evaluate untrusted template code. This allows twig to
be used as a template language for applications where users may modify the template design.

•

Flexible: Twig is provided with a flexible lexer and parser. This allows the developer to
define their own custom tags and filters.

Three different templates are created using the twig template engine. To access the twig script,
the Timber plugin is used. The user can select the templates in the meta box. Three templates are
added to this plugin by the time of writing this paper.
The Timber plugin separates the design and logic so that the developer can concentrate
completely on logic using PHP and twig file can focus totally on HTML and display. The Timber
plugin helps in creating fully-customized WordPress templates or themes faster with more
sustainable code. Once the Timber plugin is installed in the plugin directory of WordPress, it gives
any WordPress theme or plugin the ability to take advantage of the power of Twig and other Timber
features.
The three different templates:
Template 1

Figure 4.6: Template 1
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Template 2

Figure 4.7: Template 2

Template 3

Figure 4.8: Template 3
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CHAPTER 5

SYMBIOTA VALIDATION WORDPRESS PLUGIN ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the Symbiota validation plugin is similar to Symbiota search plugin except for
the last step. This validation plugin architecture consists of four parts.
1) Custom Post Type
2) Meta box
3) New Page and Short code
4) Form Validation
5.1

Custom Post Type

Figure 5.1: Custom post type
In Figure 5.1, Symbiota Validations is the custom post type created in this project. This
custom post type will be available to a developer when he makes his own product or interface.
Creating a custom post type is similar to what was shown for the first plugin in Section 4.1.1.
5.2

Meta box

The most crucial part of WordPress plugin development is Meta box creation. Figure 5.2 is a
representation of meta box in Symbiota validation plugin. This meta box consists of a user
registration form where a WordPress developer can select and embed them in their WordPress
websites. This form is divided into two parts – required fields and optional fields. Meta box creation
has three parts which includes adding the meta box, rendering the meta box and saving the data which
were described in the Section 4.2.
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Figure 5.2: Meta box in Symbiota validation plugin
5.3

Shortcode Generation

WordPress features a Shortcode API that can be used to easily create shortcode functionality in
plugins. Shortcodes are basically text macro codes that can be inserted into a post, page, or custom
post type. Shortcode creation was described in Section 4.3. Figure 5.3 shows a shortcode created
after selecting the forms in the meta box. [valid] is the shortcode for this plugin. A new page called
valid is created in Figure 5.4 in which the generated shortcode is pasted. The selected content in the
meta box is displayed on the web page when the user clicks on the update button after pasting the
shortcode in the new page as shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: A shortcode is generated after clicking on the update button in the meta box

Figure 5.4: Paste the generated shortcode in a new page called valid
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Figure 5.5: The selected content in the meta box is displayed on the web page
5.4

Form Validation

Form validation is used to register a new user in Symbiota database. This form is directly
connected to the Symbiota database so that the user can login if he already has an account or else he
can create a new account by filling the form. Whenever the user clicks on Create Login button by
entering all the details, the user is registered into the Symbiota database and a Symbiota page gets
opened.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

The Symbiota software project is a combination of many PHP files. This code can be reduced
in size and complexity by separating the graphical user interface from the core functionality. This
can be done by adding an MVC framework to Symbiota. WordPress is a free and open source content
management system which is easy for the users to create and manage their content without any
technical knowledge.
The main goal of this project is to refactor Symbiota code in a way that helps WordPress
developers to easily embed the Symbiota features into their own website and also should answer the
question whether the separation of Symbiota’s user interface with its core structure is feasible. This
project consists of two plugins which helps WordPress developers to add features like specimen
search and form validation to their website without knowing the single line of code.
The Symbiota search plugin allows users to choose required fields of the specimen search
engine to add them to their website. This plugin helps users to create posts with search bars and
allows the users to update the created posts whenever needed. A user can select different templates
to visualize the queried data. The Symbiota validation plugin helps WordPress developers to add the
Sign in and Sign up forms to their WordPress website by just selecting the required forms.
Eventually, by using these plugins, users can read from and write to the Symbiota database without
knowing the single line of Symbiota code.
These plugins show that the separation of Symbiota’s user interface from its core structure is
feasible. These plugins are also helpful for Symbiota developers who want to add a Symbiota
interface into their website. Future work includes developing more plugins which helps in providing
more Symbiota features to Symbiota developers and developing plugins which supports the Joomla
and Drupal content management systems as they have a market share of 7% and 5%.
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APPENDIX A

A.1

Installation of XAMPP server and WordPress on Microsoft Windows

To create a local WordPress site, web server software (Apache) setup, PHP and MySQL are needed.
PHP is a programming language and MySQL is a database management software. Both are needed
to run WordPress. Installing and setting up this software separately is a difficult task for users.
XAMPP makes it easy for the users to build WordPress websites locally. Creating local WordPress
sites is a common practice among developers and site owners. It allows the developers to test
WordPress without creating an actual website on Internet. The developer can try different WordPress
plugins and themes as the local websites are only visible to the developer [18].
XAMPP: XAMPP stands for cross-platform, Apache, MySQL, PHP and Perl. The main function of
it is to create a local web server for testing purposes. Since XAMPP is cross-platform, it works on
Mac, Windows and Linux. This documentation shows XAMPP installation in Windows 10.
Step1: Download and install XAMPP on a computer

Figure A.1: Download XAMPP Windows installer file from apachefriends.org and run the
file.
To install XAMPP and WordPress, MySQL and PHPMyAdmin are needed. So, select those in the
next screen.
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Figure A.2: Select Apache and MySQL to install

Step2: Start the modules and test the server.
Apache and MySQL are the two modules that are needed to run to install XAMPP and WordPress
properly. The XAMPP control panel is the screen used to start those modules.
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Figure A.3: XAMPP control panel before starting the Apache and MySQL modules
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Figure A.4: XAMPP control panel after starting the Apache and MySQL modules.
The status of Apache and MySQL turn to green after launching them. Now the user should be able
to test that the local server is working by going to http://localhost/ in the web browser.
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Figure A.5: Testing the local server by going to localhost in web browser
If the XAMPP sever is working properly, then WordPress can be installed while running the
XAMPP.
Step 3: Download and add WordPress files
Visit wordpress.org to download the latest version of WordPress. Extract the zip file. Create
a new folder, WP in htdocs and move the WordPress file into it.
On Windows it would be C:\xampp\htdocs
Step 4: Create a database for WordPress
To create a database for the WordPress, launch PHPMyAdmin page by clicking on MySQL
admin in XAMPP control panel.
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Figure A.6: XAMPP Control Panel - Click on MySQL admin to launch PHPMyAdmin page
Click on databased at the top and enter a name of your database and click create to create a
database.

Figure A.7: Create a database named wp in PHPMyAdmin page
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Step 5: Run the WordPress installer
To run the WordPress installer, the user must visit the test site which is
http://localhost/FOLDERNAME:

Figure A.8: The test site to run the WordPress installer
On the next screen, the user should enter the database name, username and password details.
Database name: Name of the database created in PHPMyAdmin (“wp”)
Username: “root”
Password: leave blank
A brand-new WordPress install will be seen on the browser after completing the above process.
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Figure A.9: WordPress website
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Figure A.10: The WordPress dashboard to create new WordPress websites or plugins or
themes
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APPENDIX B
B.1

Symbiota Installation:

Step 1: Download Symbiota code from GitHub repository.
Link: https://github.com/Symbiota/Symbiota
Command Line Checkout: git clone https://github.com/Symbiota/Symbiota.git
Step 2: Install Symbiota database schema
a) Create a new database symbiota in PHPMyAdmin.

Figure B.1: Create a database symbiota in PHPMyAdmin
b) Create read-only and read/write users for the Symbiota database
c) Load database schema from scripts. Schema definition files are in <symbiota base
folder>/config/schema-1.0/utf-8/. Run db_schema-1.0.sql to install core table structure. By
default, the database is assumed to be configured to a UTF8 character set.
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Figure B.2: Location of db_schema-1.0.sql file
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Figure B.3: Run the db_schema-1.0.sql file in the Import option available in PHPMyAdmin
to install the core table structure
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Figure B.4: The core table structure of symbiota database after running the db_schema1.0.sql
d) Run database patch scripts to bring the database up to current structure. The scripts should
be run in the correct order.
Step 3: Configure the Symbiota portal by modifying the following configuration files.
a) Symbiota configuration – rename
Rename the /config/ symbini_template.php to /config/symbini.php
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Figure B.5: Rename symbini_template.php to symbini.php
Modify the variables in symbini.php according the project environment. Change the
client_root and server_root variables in symbini.php.
$CLIENT_ROOT = '/Symbiota';
folder

//URL path to project root

$SERVER_ROOT = 'C:/xampp/htdocs/Symbiota';
b) Database connection – rename
Rename /config/dbconnection_template.php to /config/dbconnection.php

Figure B.6: Rename /config/dbconnection_template.php to /config/dbconnection.php
Modify with read only and read/write logs, username, password, database, port number and
schema names.
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static $SERVERS = array(
array(
'type' => 'readonly',
'host' => 'localhost',
'username' => 'root',
'password' => '',
'database' => 'symbiota',
'port' => '3306',
'charset' => 'utf8'
),
array(
'type' => 'write',
'host' => 'localhost',
'username' => 'root',
'password' => '',
'database' => 'symbiota',
'port' => '3306',
'charset' => 'utf8'
)
);

//utf8, latin1, latin2, etc

c) Homepage – rename
Rename /index_template.php to index.php. This is the homepage to which will needs
introductory text graphics etc.

Figure B.7: Rename /index_template.php to index.php
d) Home page
header.php and footer.php are used by all pages to establish uniform layout and menu.php is
needed if a left menu is preferred. Within the base installation folder, rename
header_template.php to header.php and footer_template.php to footer.php.
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Figure B.8: Rename header_template.php and footer_template.php to header.php and
footer.php
•

header.php: Within this file, change /images/layout/defaultheader.jpg to
/images/layout/header.jpg. Add the header to /images/layout/folder. Change
/images/layout/defaultleftstrip.gif as desired. Establishing the header using an image
is easy, yet more complex header configurations are possible.

•

footer.php: modify as you did with header.php file.

Step 4: File permissions: the web server needs write access to the files and folders mentioned
below.
All folders in /temp
/webservices/dwc/rss.xml
/content/collicon/
/content/dwca/
/content/logs/
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APPENDIX C
C.1

WordPress plugin Installation:

Plugins provides additional functionality to the WordPress application. To install a
plugin, the user must put plugin files into the wp-content/plugins/ directory. The user can activate it
or deactivate it after keeping them in the plugins directory.

Fig C.1: /wp-content/plugins folder consisting of several plugins

Figure C.2: The user can activate and deactivate the plugins after installing them

